HEAT HAZE GUN INSTRUCTIONS
1.The Gun runs on Liquid Propane Gas, so you'll need a gas cylinder - use a 20kg bottle, as
used for outdoor barbecues or caravans. This size will usually last one regular shooting day.
2.Connect the small female gas fitting to the tap on the handle.
3.Connect the large male gas regulator to the gas bottle (this is a standard Australian fitting - it
is reverse thread).
4.The adjustment screw on the regulator is best left screwed in fully.
5. Make sure the gas tap on handle is OFF. Turn bottle on full.
6. Check the hoses and fittings for gas leaks. If any leaking joints found please tighten and
recheck. If any splits found in hose DO NOT USE! Ring Texas office for replacement.
6.To light Haze Gun turn the tap on the handle on fractionally (the Gun lights most easily and
safely with the smallest amount of gas). Using a cigarette lighter, or preferably a long nose
barbecue lighter, ignite the gas from the gap in the wind deflector at the back of the burner.
Never try to light the Gun from the mouth at the front of the burner.
7.Now open the tap until you achieve the desired heat haze. For long lens use I have found
fully open and 20' from the lens a good starting point; wider lenses usually less gas and closer
to the camera.1
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NB. It is a condition of hire that all persons hiring this machine do so at their own risk. Texas
Productions Pty Limited, The Hell Team and their employees are absolved from liability for
damage to the hirer and associated production personnel, property and equipment, no matter
whether for negligence or any other basis and no matter whether such injury or damage be
foreseeable or howsoever such injury or damage be caused. Any damage to the machine
and subsequent loss of income, is payable in full by the hirer.

